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 Objection

Comments The proposal for the Loxwood Clay Pits is insensitive and damaging to the local area, wildlife and 
residents. Loxwood and the surrounding area is beautiful with a wide variety of footpaths, bridleways 
and a canal. By creating a waste facility in the middle of woodland with access being provided through 
ancient woodland seems incredibly narrow minded. Residents and members of the public who use 
these routes will have their privacy and views impacted by such a facility. This area of beauty would 
certainly not benefit from excess fumes, dust and oders that a waste facility would undoubtedly 
create. It is essential that both new and ancient woodland is preserved for environmental reasons and 
with global warming now at critical condition we must give our planet the best chance to recover; a 
waste facility which requires tress to be felled does not support this.  
As a member of the local community (living in Rudgwick) with a young family I am genuinely scared 
when I walk down the A281 as the traffic is ever increasing and the trucks pass very close by to the 
curb due to the narrow layout of the road. The foundations of the houses in Bucks Green physically 
shake when fully loaded trucks pass by and this is unsafe for pedestrians and residents. The current 
noise and disturbance levels are impacting negatively on all those involved and again we should be 
looking at reducing these, not adding to an already serious local community issue.  
In summary, the development of a waste facility such as this would be highly detrimental to the local 
community, wildlife and would severely impact the integrity and character of the area in all the ways 
mentioned above. 
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